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Drive on Docks 

We offer two superb Drive on Docks suitable for craft ranging from 

Jet Ski’s to vessels up to 10m in length 

Boatlift 

Boatlifts are our top of the range model and have been designed to fully      

protect your 4m to 10m boat from marine conditions by lifting it fully out of 

the water.  With a gradiated entrance, bow support, and fully adjustable rollers 

and wheels, the Boatlift provides ease of launch and recovery and a reduction 

in maintenance. Electric or manual winches can also be attached to this     

product. 

Flexiports 

Flexiports are similar to the Boatlift,  but  it is possible to 

leave out some mid sections, to ensure good drainage 

should the dock be over a muddy, or heavily sandy floor.  

Both Flexiport and Boatlift can easily be extended with our 

modular cubes should you require further access space, or 

even to match your growing PWC collection.  
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Boatlifts are built from central 

modules measuring 1m x 1m, a 

bow module containing the winch 

support, and the entrance section, 

which tapers down to the water 

level. These central modules are 

then surrounded by our modular 

cubes. One row of surrounding cubes will create a 2m wide 

dock, and two rows, a 3m width. These can be increased or 

decreased as you wish. 

Hybrid models can be made should you require, for    

example, a Flexiport that needs the Boatlift bow enabling 

you to attach a winch. Maybe you’ll need extra help for 

launch and recovery, and would prefer to have the 

wheels of the Boatlift entrance module. 

Whatever your requirements, please ask. We are always 

happy to create bespoke pieces to ensure they fully 

meet, or exceed your needs and expectations. 
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